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on the basketball court, the continuous progress of the technology, in addition to the players, there are basketball equipment in the
field of technology. Basket and rebounding are an important piece of. From 1893, forming a similar modern rebounds, and the nets
basket, sports experts is bringing new technology into one, our aim is to to improve the competitive level of the players at the same
time, reduce accidents, protect the player's health. 1917. Since the world first piece of glass backboard is put into use, the glass
backboard is suffering from all the "birds and beasts" bullying. In the 1970s, claiming to be "chocolate bomb" Daryl & middot.
Dawkins had within a month twice with thunderous dunks shattering backboards that the NBA had to temporarily change the rules, the
intentional buckle shattered backboard listed as an offensive foul. NBA is so tall, and even a foul that I have no ability to commit. < p >
toughened glass are not Shaq raging in order to prevent players again "relaxed" smashing the basket, modern basketball arises at
the historic moment. Made of high quality steel plate mobile chassis is equipped with a pressure heavy items, in order to ensure the
stability of the game in the basket; basketball main rod and rebounds between the pull rod is to two high-quality circular steel tube
with the main rod formed three triangles, in order to guarantee the backboard of the stability. But rebounding to international
standards of high strength tempered glass materials made in ensuring stable rim and is fully qualified to be dunks and other vigorous
exercise. The FIBA official rules regulations, international, secondary game boards should be made of transparent toughened safety
glass. but did not think ah, tempered glass did not block the "beast", no, button will. With the basketball player's physical quality is
becoming more and more excellent, the situation of the rebound rebound still has occurred. Decades of center in the NBA ruled shark
O'Neill had in the game violent hands deduction shattered the backboard, and a few months later O'Neal dunk again directly break
basket. Is said to < p >, at that time, but any NBA Commissioner stern of smashing rebounds very angry, specially and O'Neal long
chat a lot: it is vandalism know, a basketball to how much do you know, if smashed the kids how to do, even if there is no hit small
friends, hit flower and grass is not good ah. You look at your home every day, "Kobe, a blacksmith state state" I had it...... But then
O'neal will dunk in the end, no way, then "shark" scores on the basic buckle. below together to enjoy the NBA then those who buckle
broken rebounds monster it! One of O'neal had killed 6! See video. video is the most complete history of buckle broken rebounds!
O'neal a man destroyed 6 rebounds: < p > search app store to download and install when guest artifact, the hot shoe money grab
single worry free; forum serve shoes identification stickers, God distinguish between true and false, Taobao to buy shoes more at
ease; detailed >
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